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721±726. altered bioavailability of growth or differentiation fac-
tors, and altered cellular adhesion and organization.
What both Extracellular Matrix±Cell Interaction: Mole-
cules to Diseases and Matrix Metalloproteinases prom-
ise to deliver is a wealth of information about ECM mac-Half the Secret of Life Is outside
romolecules and their remodeling. However what both
the Cell books fail to convey is why ECM is so topical, why the
cell and molecular biology of ECM±cell interaction and
extracellular proteolysis are hot areas of research (withExtracellular Matrix±Cell Interaction: Molecules to Dis-
more than 2000 papers per year added to the literature)eases
or why newcomers may wish to enter these fields. TheEdited by Yoshifumi Ninomiya, Bjorn R. Olsen, and
now dated second edition of Cell Biology of the Extracel-Toshiro Ooyama
lular Matrix edited by Elizabeth Hay (1991) did this moreBasel, Switzerland: S. Karger AG (1998). 382 pp. $255.75
successfully. Perhaps the excitement in this rapidly ad-
vancing field can be captured only in research articlesMatrix Metalloproteinases
and journal reviews. The most seminal advances in ECMEdited by William C. Parks, and Robert P. Mecham
and MMP mechanisms have come from the genetic anal-San Diego, CA: Academic Press (1998). 362 pp. $89.00
ysis of human and mouse diseases, and from pheno-
typic analysis of induced mutations in mice. An emerg-In the nineteenth century, the extracellular matrix (ECM)
ing concept in this field is that common polymorphismswas viewed as an amorphous ªground substanceº em-
that alter transcription of ECM and MMP genes may bebedded with various types of fibers, providing support
risk factors for human diseases. Very recently commonfor cells in tissues. Early in this century, the scientific
genetic variants of the stromelysin-1 (MMP3) and colla-investigation of the structure and biochemistry of the
genase-1 (MMP1) gene promoters have been found thatECM grew out of the needs of the leather, tanning, and
alter gene expression and are associated with progres-glue industries, because the collagen-rich connective
sion of atherosclerosis (Ye et al., 1996) and tumors (Rut-tissue ECM forms the major component of skin. ªTwenty
ter et al., 1998).years ago . . . when we asked . . . students what extracel-
Still, books should be able to capture the basic con-lular matrix was they answered, `It is abundant and ex-
cepts underlying critical questions that remain to beists on the outside of cells. It is inert, does not change
answered. With the exceptions of the chapters by Krane
much but builds up a complex architecture. . . .' Today
and Zhou (p. 1) in Extracellular Matrix±Cell Interaction
they would answer, `Extracellular matrix plays an impor-
on the collagenase cleavage site mutation in type I colla-
tant role in development, cell differentiation, cancer me- gen, and the overview of Matrix Metalloproteinases by
tastasis, and pathogenesis of various disorders'º (Extra- Woessner (p. 1), both books lack the critical analysis
cellular Matrix±Cell Interactions, p. v). and speculation as to what the key questions are, or
How and why has there been such a remarkable what mechanisms govern the biologic effects. The chap-
change in the perception of the ECM? After half a century ters tend to be lists of experiments done, substrates
of toil on ECM structure, scientists realized only recently degraded, sequences mutated, often exclusively from
that the biologic unit of function is a cell and its ECM. the authors' own laboratories. Inherent to all multi-
As such, ECM is fundamental to the most important author books is some redundancy and inconsistency in
concepts in cell and molecular biology. Without ECM quality. However, the multiplicity of proteins and the
and ECM adhesion, cells fail to polarize, respond to complexity of the field are such that there is little overlap
growth factors or migrate. They are miscued, and either among chapters in these two volumes.
die or misbehave. The cell cycle, apoptosis, signal trans- Overall, Matrix Metalloproteinases is the more suc-
duction, cytoarchitecture, and differentiation of individ- cessful book. It is an encyclopedic and up-to-date com-
ual cells in isolation all require inputs from ECM. The pendium of the minute details of the literature on all the
development and morphogenesis of multicellular tis- characterized MMPs for specialists in this field. Unlike
sues require ECM for signaling, as well as for structural the earlier Matrix Metalloproteinases and Inhibitors ed-
and mechanical support. Genetic mutations and acquired ited by Birkedal-Hansen et al. (1992), it is not compre-
alterations of the ECM and its remodeling contribute hensive. The editors' decision not to include a chapter
significantly to major human disease processes includ- on the tissue inhibitors of metalloproteinases (TIMPs) is
ing arthritis, atherosclerosis, and tumor progression. unfortunate, but can be overcome by reading recent
The concept of ECM degradation was pioneered in reviews (Willenbrock and Murphy, 1994). The book
1962 by Gross and Lapiere, who found that collagenase, would also have benefited from inclusion of a chapter on
the first eukaryotic matrix metalloproteinase (MMP), was the structurally related ADAMs (the adamalysin-related
produced by cultures of resorbing tails of tadpoles un- transmembrane metalloproteinases with disintegrin do-
mains), which have important functions in modificationdergoing metamorphosis. Subsequently more than 20
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and the separation of the chapters into individual MMPs Werb, Z. (1997). Cell 91, 439±442.
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buy it? Yes. Even with these faults, it is useful to have Willenbrock, F., and Murphy, G. (1994). Am. J. Respir. Crit. Care
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tions on MMPs are available. Ye, S., Eriksson, P., Hamsten, A., Kurkinen, M., Humprhies, S.E.,
and Henney, A.M. (1996). J. Biol. Chem. 271, 13055±13060.Extracellular Matrix±Cell Interactions is less success-
ful, with chapters of uneven quality both in content and
style. Overall this book suffers from being primarily a
meeting report. The title of the book is an unfortunate
choice because cell adhesion, the major form of cell Means to Ends: Establishinginteraction, is completely ignored. However, the empha-
Cell Polaritysis on ECM genetics, structure, and diseases is timely.
The book is neither comprehensive nor basic. Still, it
covers material not readily available elsewhere. Se- Advances in Molecular and Cell Biology: Volume 26,
lected articles are useful reading for researchers who Cell Polarity
study the genetics and biochemistry of ECM, because Edited by James R. Bartles and E. Edward Bittar
of treatment of subjects rarely reviewed and inclusion Stamford, CT: JAI Press (1998). $128.50
of many unpublished results. I found the chapters on
effects of mutation of the collagenase substrate (p. 1), Because so many biological functionsÐmotility, tissue
laminin assembly (p. 41), tenascin-C in cancer (p. 87), communication and architecture, differentiation, and
type IV collagen genes (p. 235), and the genetics of moreÐrely upon the polarity of cells, mechanistic analy-
cartilage collagens (p. 323) particularly enlightening. ses frequently require addressing such basic questions
There is also a scholarly coverage of the genetic basis as how asymmetry is specified, constructed, and main-
of connective tissue diseases. However, this information tained. The field began as descriptions at the level of
is readily available in recent review articles (Gorski and microscopy of morphologically differentiated domains;
Olsen, 1998; Lukashev and Werb, 1998). The beginner it has benefited enormously in recent years from applica-
will find these papers and related review series in Trends tions of molecular biology, genetics, and biochemistry.
in Cell Biology and Current Opinion in Cell Biology more The identification of molecules displaying a restricted
accessible. pattern of localization, and of mutations that affect those
Are books published on ECM useful? Yes. For special- patterns, has provided high-resolution markers of indi-
ists several of the other volumes in the Biology of Extra- vidual steps in the expression of polarity as well as an
cellular Matrix Series, edited by Robert P. Mecham have evolving picture of the underlying machinery. Arguably
a more comprehensive coverage of the structure, func- the most striking and important consequence of this
tion, and assembly of ECM and adhesion molecules, work is an appreciation of the extent to which homolo-
such as proteoglycans, fibronectin, collagens, and inte- gous markers and mechanisms are common to other-
wise disparate systems. For example, the details ofgrins. But no one book or review article can fast-track
yeast bud site selection often parallel those associateda novice on the history, conceptual framework, jargon,
with compartmentalization of animal cell domains. Al-and multiplicity of components of ECM. For the less
though the lists of components are continuing to ex-scientifically sophisticated reader, a comprehensive but
pand, and the nominally simplifying diagrams at thebrief and basic overview of ECM proteins, adhesion mol-
ends of papers are in fact growing more complex, theecules, and proteases is far more useful. The second
data promise syntheses to come.edition of Guidebook to the Extracellular Matrix and Ad-
All of which would make this time ideal for a bookhesion Molecules edited by the late Thomas Kreis, and
that explicitly makes the case for areas of convergenceRon Vale (Oxford University Press, due out March 1999)
and divergence. Cell Polarity, the 1998 number of thewill fill this niche nicely.
Advances in Molecular and Cell Biology series, is only
partly the book called for. It contains six essays, each
Zena Werb dealing with a cell type. The editors' choices include
Department of Anatomy some of the standards in this areaÐyeast, epithelia,
University of California, San Francisco neurons, and cultured fibroblastsÐalong with two sys-
temsÐthe early mouse embryo and skeletal muscleÐSan Francisco, California 94143±0452
